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THE MADELUNGTHE MADELUNG’S’S FLUID PICTUREFLUID PICTURE
• Proposed in 1926 by Madelung (first proposal of 

hydrodynamical model of quantum mechanics)
• A second proposal came in 1927 by Korn
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A correspondence between soliton-like and 
envelope soliton-like solutions, in the form of 
travelling waves, of wide families of generalized
Korteweg-de Vries equation (gKdVE) and 
generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation 
(gNLSE), respectively, has been constructed 
within the framework of the Madelung’s fluid
and used to find solitonlike solutions of NLSE 
with nonlinearities more complicated than the 
cubic one.
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APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS

••Bright solitons (Bright solitons (
	
	>0)>0)
••Dark solitons (Dark solitons (
	��
	��))



••Bright solitons Bright solitons 
••Dark solitonsDark solitons
••Grey solitonsGrey solitons









cNLSE Equation cNLSE Equation versusversus cKdVE in 
the Madelung’s Fluid Approach



Cylindrical nonlinear SchrCylindrical nonlinear Schröödingerdinger equation equation 
(cNLSE)(cNLSE)

Cylindrical KortewegCylindrical Korteweg--de Vries equation de Vries equation 
(cKdVE)(cKdVE)
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c E = �� cS = {v}?
v

Let us observe that the cNLSE has a nonLet us observe that the cNLSE has a non--
Hermitian potential term. To apply the Hermitian potential term. To apply the 
Madelung’s fluid approach starting from the Madelung’s fluid approach starting from the 
cNLS equation, one has first transform this cNLS equation, one has first transform this 
equation into another one in which the equation into another one in which the 
potential is Hermitian.potential is Hermitian.



A simple transformation leads to a NLSE with A simple transformation leads to a NLSE with 
a timea time--dependent coefficient of the potential dependent coefficient of the potential 
term.term.
This timeThis time--dependence introduces some dependence introduces some 
difficulties to perform a direct transformation difficulties to perform a direct transformation 
to obtain the cKdVE. These difficulties are to obtain the cKdVE. These difficulties are 
related to the fact that the desired related to the fact that the desired 
transformation should control also the phase transformation should control also the phase 
of of  (namely (namely VV) and simultaniously has to ) and simultaniously has to 
provide a solution which satisfies both provide a solution which satisfies both 
continuity and motion equation (3rdcontinuity and motion equation (3rd--order order 
differential equation for differential equation for ��).).



It turns out that, at least for the time being, It turns out that, at least for the time being, 
the transformation from cNLSE to cKdVE the transformation from cNLSE to cKdVE 
should be restricted to a subshould be restricted to a sub--class of solutions class of solutions 
that involves a step in which a cNLSE is that involves a step in which a cNLSE is 
transformed into a standard NLSE. This step transformed into a standard NLSE. This step 
is, of course, possible and well known. is, of course, possible and well known. 
Another important step of the transformation Another important step of the transformation 
is the one that transforms a standard KdVE is the one that transforms a standard KdVE 
into a cKdVE.into a cKdVE.



OBSERVATION 1: link cNLSE OBSERVATION 1: link cNLSE -- NLSENLSE

Under the transformationUnder the transformation

the cNLSEthe cNLSE

becomes the standard NLSEbecomes the standard NLSE



OBSERVATION 2: link KdVE OBSERVATION 2: link KdVE -- cKdVEcKdVE

Under the transformationUnder the transformation

the standard KdVEthe standard KdVE

becomes the cKdVEbecomes the cKdVE
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